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know how challenging creating balanced, delicious meals could be.s meals are rich and flavorful without
counting on extra fat and salt.or simply to boost their health—Hundreds of delicious, easy, and nutritious
dishes and menus for the home cook— Gluten is available not just in breads, pasta, and cereal, but in
unexpected stuff like cream soups, sauces, and condiments. Fenster’ Carol Fenster, Ph.D. Recipes range
from simple snacks to elaborate dinners, you need to include gluten-free quality recipes for favorites like
breads, pizza, dumplings, and all kinds of baked goods. In Wheat-Free Dishes and Menus, Fenster shares her
years of experience, explaining how to incorporate new substances into down-home, easy to prepare meals,
free of wheat but full of taste. Employing easy-to-find substitutes for gluten-based substances, Dr.
Preparing a straightforward, homemade meal without gluten-based products can seem daunting.most
without wheat or glutenThe thousands of people who all avoid wheat and gluten due to celiac disease,
allergies, or intolerance—, provides been using her expert knowledge and food preparation know-how to
maintain herself and her gluten-free family members happy and healthful for over a decade. Avoiding wheat
and gluten no longer means resigning to dietary boredom or risking an unhealthy diet. Dr. Fenster's dishes
emphasize fresh, wholesome elements and clear instructions that make for fail-proof preparation of

mouthwatering, gluten-free meals.
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  I've only found a few recipes I'd use, but for the most part this book will probably sit on the shelf. The
true convincing part is that my kids loved the dishes the chocolate cheesecake which my boy made was
eaten mainly by the youngsters, the pepper steak evaporated before my extremely eye, the butternut
squash soup gone.It's okay, however, not so great for all those seeking to lose weight. It will be good for
a person with Celiac's Disease plus they don't worry about excess weight gain, or in case you are simply
interested in avoiding wheat and gluten in what you eat, but don't be prepared to keep the pounds off
using these recipes unless you intend to find 'appropriate' flour substitutes like almond meal and flaxseed to
replace the dark brown rice and fatty mixes used in this book. Fair Eating In fairness I've not tried all of
the recipes, but the ones that I did weren't tasteful. I am cooking food more and more due to the
delicious meals produced from this book.I do wish there have been more vegetarian menus. A change from
the first edition to this is that the dishes now use flour mixes described in the very beginning of the
book.One complaint Personally, i have, I'm not a big fan of cilantro and found this to become a major
ingredient in many of these quality recipes, it will be nice if there is an alternative solution herb to use in
place of it. There is that cilantro is one particular things that people either like or hate. Lots of good
quality recipes you didn't think that you could make Our 1st edition is falling aside, thus we needed a new
one.Plenty of good recipes in here that you thought you'd do not have without gluten. I've the same

complaint of most of Carol Fenster's books. This will make it less daunting (needing only 1 1 'flour' instead
of 3-4, even if it takes away a bit of the learning part of the various properties of the various flours.
Everything that I've made turned out good. Who understood that wheat and whole grain were so bad for
human intake. Since reading this book I have transformed my kitchen to a wheat free of charge zone and
in 7 days of cooking the wheat free of charge methods described here I have lost 5 lbs.! There are some
good recipes in this book for gluten and wheat totally free dieters, however they use a lot of the 'wasted
carb' substitutes.I bought the it designed for the menus and I love them a lot. Learning to live without
wheat I use to become a gourmet cook - until I learned We was gluten intolerant. The wheat - free diet
plan improved my thyroid condition and my cholesterol improved! This book offers great recipes to replace
some of your "staple" items - like Teriyaki Sauce!! Who'd a guessed that soy sauce (which contains wheat)
forms the foundation of so a great many other sauces and flavorings?? Thanks! It wasn't anything I could
use. Wasn't For Me! This cookbook used most of the wrong ingredients in the recipes that is not
recommended in the "Wheat Belly" book.! In fact it is excellent. Wheat Free Recipes and Menus This is an
excellent source for gluten free recipes and menus. Way too many quality recipes called for things that
were challenging to find, except in special health food stores.! Delicious! I will keep trying the recipes and
wish that they can be more satisfying. Great resource Eating wheat free. I bought this cook publication
to help me get through a month devoid of wheat. Every recipe I attempted is delicious. I also make my
very own sandwich bread now. The last two years have already been spent learning how exactly to be a
gourmet cook AGAIN minus the wide variety of grains and thickeners that various other cooks rely upon.!
It isn't that hard to be wheat free. Great reserve for DIY gluten free bakers I purchased this book
around 2008-ish. I have made a number of recipes from it through the years, although I'm a DIY make.
Factors you never knew about whole grains After scanning this book you may never grab the ubiquitous
bread bowl at any resturaunt. The recipes use a combine with sorghum flour, gives body to GF baked meals,
omit it and you'll not really get the same results The ideal solution Very great recipes and menus. Nice
cookbook! Very nice cookbook so when I make up my mind to lose weight I am ready to go! I feel more
energized and more powerful during my workout. My doctor explained to be wheat-free for per month to

see if my thyroid condition would improve...that is an excellent resource. Anyhow, that said, this cookbook is
a lot more than that - its an help out with survival after wheat. I brought the book to my local library
instead of returning it. great product. Fast delivery, great product. Three Stars Fair as cookbooks go good
recipes. Very useful, good recipes. Five Stars On time just as promised.
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